ODE EMIS Conference Call Summary
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Notes provided Naja Bailey (META) and Catherine Wright (NEONET)

Funding – November #2 payment for traditional districts comes out this Friday, November 22nd.
This payment will include the live data for some of the pieces of payment. Located the Archive
tab in the Data Collector you will find a snapshot of the FTE Detail, FTE Summary and FTE
Adjustments reports (under funding) as of the date the data was pulled for the November #2
payment. To see what data was used, go to the Finance section of ODE’s website. There you
will find a Payment Report Data Calendar that indicates that November #2 is Open Enrollment
and other adjustments (primarily contract Career Tech and Special Ed co-op students). Those
students plus Open Enrollment students are paid on current year data. The add-in is on prior
year data but the deduction is on current year data. On the December #1 payment, which is the
CTE FTE data and Preschool Special Ed FTE data, the FY20 switch would be made as well.
Career FTE data only impacts this year’s payments for those students who are in that group of
“Open enrollment, Contract Career Tech and Special Ed Co-op”. That data will be used current
year data starting with the December payments. The preliminary pull of that data will probably
be the day before Thanksgiving, at the latest by December 2nd. When that data gets pulled, ODE
will snapshot the FTE and Career Tech reports for the December #1payment for Traditional
districts and the December payment for Community Schools and JVSD’s. The community
school data will be pulled on November 22nd. If you are a community school with career tech,
you will be paid on this year’s data so make sure your career tech data is submitted and cleaned
up by the end of this week. Data will be pulled first thing Monday based on data submitted
over the weekend.
New Release – Working a new FLICS level 2 report that will replace the FLICS online system.
The FLICS data will be based as of the close of AODE and 1TRAD, which is December 20th. It
is important to be sure that all economical disadvantagement and enrollment data pertaining to
community school students that are involved in the FLICs application and the Community school
federal enrollment is complete. The new report should be available by Thursday of this week
and will have the information from the FLICS application previously. Districts will want to
review/verify that EMIS report. This will be available for both community schools and
traditional districts. The Federal Economic Disadvantage Title 1 money that goes to community
schools is actually deducted from the federal allocation for traditional districts.
Q: KRA missing report – I have a district who has a student who’s SSID changed last school
year but the KRA came in under the old SSID. So this year it’s showing missing under the new
SSID, the student was retained under the new SSID. Will that student drop off when ODE looks
at the retained collection? When might that be? I do not want to tell them to use option Q since
that will be deleted.
A: I believe the student will not be on the report after this Thursday when the retained status
students will not show. If it does not happen, they would not report the Q, they would simply
not report the test record. Ignore? Yes.

ODE/ITC Face-to-Face Meeting – Currently evaluating to see if they have enough content to
have this meeting on December 9th, so that is still on hold for now. ODE may delay until
sometime in the Spring. If there are topics, you think we need to discuss face-to-face as a larger
group, email David directly.

Conference Call: Monday, December 2, 2019
Change Call: Wednesday, December 11, 2019

